


Crush is the fusion between spanish DJs Katy Sainz and Cristina Tosio. 
Friends since a young age, they have in common a passion for both music 
and fashion.
Katy is Lucas Sainz’s daughter, the founder of Los Pekenikes, a very famous 
spanish pop band of the 60s. She studied music and piano, an instrument that 
she exchanged for a mixing console besides being a yoga teacher. Cristina is 
an internationally acclaimed Spanish model with front covers for Vogue, Elle 
and L’Officiel among others. Her passion for music comes from her father, 
also a musician. This combination of friendship, musical sense, passion and 
professionalism, have created this duet, that has been performing together 
since 2012. They usually play electronic music, such as house, deep house, 
tech house, techno and even downtempo ethnic-tribal beats. Their endless 
search for new tracks makes their mixes sound novel and the audience enjoy 
the freshness of their sounds.
Together they create fun and exciting sessions where their chemistry and 
understanding in the booth become apparent. Their aim is to create a show 
that is right for the club or event, using their image and music selection
to that end.
Crush has played for top brands such as Emporio Armani, Hugo Boss, 
Escada, Intropia and Audemars Piguet, for magazines such as Vogue, Elle, 
Cosmopolitan and Woman, in music festivals like Desalia Ron Barcelo and 
Dcode and in most of Madrid’s nightclubs. They have also played in Ibiza, 
Marbella, Italy and New York. 
They are promoters of Black Heart, an underground party of electronic music 
at which only female DJs play, with both of them being residents. They´ve 
shared booth already with DJs such as Luciano, Pretty Pink, Chelina 
Manuhutu, Anna Tur and Carlos Jean. 
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Teaser Music Contact

https://vimeo.com/122913155
https://www.mixcloud.com/crushdjs/
mailto:andres@clipmgmt.com?subject=Booking%20Crush
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